Following the sound of ‘Deep calling to Deep’.
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God has given everyone an invitation to
come deeper. I`ve felt that invitation
over the last few years. God said,
“Come deeper – come deeper – just
come much, much deeper!” It is the
sound God has been releasing for
years now: deep calling to deep. “Come
deeper, there is more and more of Me
and in Me than you have ever imagined
or thought. Come deeper and keep coming”. So virtually every experience I have
had over the last few years has become deeper and deeper and deeper.
I thought I could not top those amazing experiences I had in 2010 but they were just
the beginning. Since then it has gone deeper and deeper so that I would say I have
had three levels of intimacy in almost every experience. I have found that I have had
deeper baptism into the Father, deeper baptism into the Son and deeper baptism
into the Spirit. It just took me deeper and deeper into their knowledge of who I am,
because the deeper I got the more deep was calling out to deep in me. And the deep
in me, in my spirit, wanted to know ‘who am I? Why am I here? What is my purpose?
What is my identity?’
In going ever deeper the deepest place I ever got to was back into the heart of God
in eternity, and then I found out who I was. I could see it because it called me and
drew me to go deeper and deeper until I could only gasp ‘wow!’ Now I am at that
place and it has opened up all kinds of further stuff, stuff I wouldn`t even have
dreamed about five years ago. Even having been to heaven for weeks on end I
wouldn`t even have dreamed of the stuff I am seeing now. But I went deeper and I
kept following the sound drawing me deeper and deeper and deeper into Him.
Deeper into the Father`s heart so I could cultivate and brood and develop desire.
That is the main part in all that, incubating that desire for Him, for more of Him, to
know Him more so that in knowing Him I could know myself.
Then I was led into seeing things (myself, mandates He gives me etc.) as it was in
the beginning, to manifest that into what is now, to be able to transform what will be
tomorrow. So in the restoration of all things, everything will come out of the depths of
His heart.
A next step for me was engaging with Him, with His works, His will, His ways, His
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heart. It is all about Him.
We are all starting off with His works because that is what we see first. Just like the
people of Israel, they saw the works of God, but Moses saw the heart of God, His
ways.
So, what I saw on the surface was all the things God was doing, His works. Then I
went deeper and deeper and I saw why He was doing what He was doing. He
shared His heart with me and revealed why He was doing it. To know His ways - to
know Him - to know the depths of His heart.
And His heart, do you know what it is filled with…? Love! Awesome, awesome Love!
It is absolutely amazing to know the love of the Father.
Growing up, I never knew the love of a father, and I can tell you it is an amazing
thing. Right then I knew that if I know the love of the Father then I must be a son. So
I am called to sonship and that then unveils that He is my Father and I am His son. I
have been adopted in His family and now I am part of His eternal purpose for the
whole of the created order, which is utterly amazing.
Romans 8:19 is what this is about:
For the anxious longing of creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of
God.
I once was taken out to a black hole
in the universe, right to the event
horizon of a black hole and I felt a
deep groan, a sound which made
me think ‘I am not sure if anything
can escape a black hole.’ Having
had this encounter I checked it out
on Google…”Sound coming from a
black hole”. What I found was that it
is a B flat, 57 octaves lower than the
lowest B flat on a piano keyboard. Literally, scientifically. And that is the groan saying
‘come and fill me, come and get rid of this blackness, come and answer the groan of
creation, so that creation itself shall be set free from its slavery to corruption into the
freedom of the glory of the children of God!’ (Rom 8:21).
You know that verse just absolutely blows my understanding and conscious
perception right now. The freedom of the glory of the sons of God, of His
children! The whole of creation, the whole of those 800 billion galaxies or however
many there are, the whole of those how many trillion stars and all the angels that go
with them, and everything else created, is going to be brought out of corruption,
which is why there is dark matter and dark energy which makes up 70 or 80% of the
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whole universe.
Scientists know that there is a huge amount of something that they cannot find in the
universe because otherwise it does not make any mathematical sense. That is what
they call dark energy, dark matter. Well, it is because the light was removed when
one third of the angels fell together with Lucifer, and now God wants us, His children,
to bring light, because we are called to be sons of light!
You are the light of the world. You are to be the light of the galaxy. I can tell you it is
an amazing thing to go and birth a galaxy out on the edge of the universe. I have
done that once. I know it has to do with the fact that I am a forerunner. I get to do it
and then I have to teach other people to be able to do it. That is what I do all the
time.
We absolutely need to get our conscious understanding of what is possible
expanded. The limits of religion and other things that have been put on us need to be
taken off us so we can expand into true sonship. What did Jesus do? He spoke
everything into being. So as His brothers and co-heirs what do we get to do?
Creatively release things in the same way, out of the desire in our hearts. And so
everything needs to come into the freedom of the glory of the children of God. We
will play a huge part in God’s amazing plan: the restoration of all things.
Are you following the sound drawing you deeper and deeper into Him?
Are you answering God’s call of deep calling to deep?
Are you longing to discover the depth of the amazing, love-filled heart of the Father?
He is waiting for you.
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